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Dreams    
Middle School Lesson Plan

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVIT Y

While the underlying purpose of dreaming is still heavily debated in the scientific community, there are unde-
niable physiological processes that are reset and rejuvenated when a person goes through the sleep and dream-
ing cycle. There is ample evidence for the physical conditions that result from a lack of sleep and dreaming such 
as increased risk of heart disease, diabetes and obesity. In this activity, students will explore reaction time and 
the effect that sleep and dreaming has on reaction time.   

DURATION

Approximately 1 class period and follow-up discussion.

STANDARDS ADDRESSED

Next Generation Science Standards 

• MS-LS18 - Gather and synthesize information that sensory receptors respond to stimuli by sending mes-
sages to the brain for immediate behavior or storage as memories.

OUTLINE OF LESSON

• Warm Up: Why do we dream while we sleep? Can sleep and dreaming improve our performance on a task?

• View the Brainchild “Dreams” episode.

• Reaction time activity

ACTIVIT Y PROCEDURE

•  Teacher will introduce the topic of the “Dreams” episode by posing the questions: Why do we dream while 
we sleep? Can sleep and dreaming improve our performance on a task? Whole class will generate ideas and 
discuss.

•   Whole class will view the “Dreams” episode, while considering the class discussion topic. 

•  Students independently read the background information regarding memory, dreaming, and reaction time 
and follow procedure in pairs: catching a falling ruler as quickly as possible after it is dropped, determining 
reaction time. Data will be entered into provided data table in addition to class data collection chart (see 
sample). Final trials will be completed before bed and after waking up in the morning for homework.  
See activity resource pages for more details. **Note: half the class should act as a control group and do  
the second set of trials long before they go to bed. Entire class will complete trial upon waking in the 
morning.** 
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EXAMPLE CL ASS CHART

Round 1 Round 2 
Record in school 
data (Partner A)

Round 2 
Record at home 
data (Partner B)

Round 3

Student Name

Class Average 
Reaction Times

FOLLOW-UP

Teacher will facilitate a follow up discussion of results the next day. Students will complete the Dream 
Survey as a warm-up or as homework. Students will enter their reaction time averages data on a class chart 
in order to calculate whole class average reaction times for the three different collection times. Discus-
sion questions: Does there seem to be a correlation between the performance on a task and how close to 
bedtime you practice it? Provide evidence in your answer. How could you improve this experiment? What 
variables did we fail to control? What makes sleep and dreaming experiments so difficult to conduct?

MATERIALS LIST

• Rulers

• Student Activity Resource: in-class activity, reaction time conversion chart, homework sheet

• Chart paper 


